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A novel set in Jerusalem after the Six-Day War.

Gidi, a law student at the Hebrew University, finds part-time job at a 
small Jerusalem hotel. There he becomes acquainted with Hanoch 
Tzuriel, the hotel’s owner and a member of the local Freemasons’ lodge. 
Israel’s victory in the Six-Day War is seen by Hanoch as a sign from 
above that the time has come to build the Third Temple. He delves into 
the secrets of the Kabbalah and wanders through the Old City, seeking 
relief for his excited mind. 

When Hanoch decides to open a new hotel intended for pilgrims, he 
turns for assistance to Gidi and Nathan, Gidi’s friend from his army days, 
who is plagued by memories of his childhood hiding out with a Polish 
family during the Holocaust. While attempting to purchase a plot of land 
from the church, the three are swept up in a whirlwind of passions, 
mysticism and intrigue involving priests of the Greek Orthodox Church, 
Evangelist pilgrims, and Jewish settlers. 

In the new hotel being built by Hanoch, religious extremists plan to 
destroy the mosques on the Temple Mount.

Avi Ben Bassat is a professor of economics. Formerly he served as 
Director General of the Ministry of Finance and in senior positions at the 
Bank of Israel. Light Madness is his second novel.

Light Madness

Avi Ben Bassat

272 pages
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הכאב
 אביתר סמולסקי ואילה בת שאול

A senior doctor, director of a hospital pain relief clinic, is murdered in 
his car. Norton, an experienced and well-known police detective, is 
appointed by the chief of police to solve the case. He soon realizes 
he is just a pawn in a game played by larger forces exploiting him to 
further their own goals. When he arrives in the Dominican Republic and 
meets Abie, a former patient of pain relief clinics who was addicted to 
painkillers for many years and overcame his addiction, Norton discovers 
the terrible reality afflicting addicts to painkillers. His own life changes 
completely, and the murder investigation also takes a shocking and 
unexpected turn. 

This unsettling thriller exposes the danger of painkillers and the health 
system’s indifference to a problem that has become a worldwide 
epidemic, with millions of victims. 

Eviatar Samoolsky became addicted to painkillers following surgery, 
eventually overcoming his addiction. Ayala Bat Shaul writer and editor.

The Pain Killers 
Games 

Eviatar Samoolsky,
Ayala Bat Shaul
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Jihad, a young Palestinian, is obliged to leave school and assist in 
supporting his family. He is hired as an apprentice by a Jewish settler 
in Gush Katif, (one of the former Israeli settlements in Gaza Strip). With 
time he becomes a foreman. Jihad begins to learn Hebrew, and the 
master lends him books.

One day, during the Intifada, the master goes out to recruit workers 
and is murdered by Palestinians. The murder breaks Jihad’s spirit. He 
spends his days idly at home, until he receives an offer: a job with the 
Palestinian Authority in Gaza, to  translate news items from the Israeli 
press.

The novel describes Jihad’s conflicted soul: on the one hand, his loyalty 
to his Palestinian identity, and on the other hand – the attraction he feels 
for the Israeli way of life. The conflict between the two worlds escalates 
when he is forced to choose between partnership with a Jewish 
journalist and marriage to his colleague at the Palestinian Authority, a 
woman who supports terrorist attacks.

Nir Chaim Zvulun was born in Tunis in 1961. He majored in literature 
and Bible studies, then lived in Gush Katif, worked as a farmer, and 
employed dozens of Palestinian workers. Today he is a gardener in the 
center of Israel.

This is Zvulun’s first book.

The Jewish Master

Nir Chaim Zvulun

האדון היהודי

ניר חיים זבולון
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A stirring, intimate novel that sheds light on a specific time and place. 
A chance encounter kindles a “love at first sight,” played out amidst 
the turbulent events preceding the establishment of the State of Israel.

The love affair of Pnina and Eli Ben-Zvi, son of Rachel Yanait and 
Israeli President Yitzhak Ben Zvi, affords us an authentic glimpse of 
life in the early Zionist Yishuv, materially poor but rich in spirit, at a time 
when cultivating the land was a source of true pride, when innocence, 
modesty, and a strong yearning for self-sacrifice were dominant.

Pnina Gary is a theater actress and director. The play she wrote and 
directed, based on this novel has been staged successfully some 600 
times in theaters in Israel and abroad – in England, Canada, U.S.A, and 
France. A movie directed by Dan Wolman is a running success in israel.

An Israeli love story

Pnina Gary

160 pages
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Szybusz, a small town in southern Poland, is the scene of a bittersweet 
romance at the turn of the last century. Few of Agnon’s stories are told 
as effortlessly as A Simple Story, yet this engaging tale reveals the 
profound psychological and social insights of the Nobel laureate’s finest 
fiction. 

A beautiful young girl, Blume Nacht, loses her parents and comes to 
live as a maid at the home of her wealthy relatives. Her arrival triggers a 
complex series of events in the life of Hirshl Hurvitz, her sensitive young 
cousin who falls in love with her. 

When Hirshl’s parents arrange a more socially acceptable marriage 
for him with Mina, the daughter of a wealthy landowner, his passion 
for Blume leads him down a dark trail from obsession to madness. 
Marriage, with its social assumptions and implications in this small East 
European town, engages in a head-on conflict with the quest for the 
unfulfilled dreams and yearnings of youth. 

S.Y. Agnon, the first Hebrew writer to win the Nobel Prize for Literature 
(1966), is the author of The Bridal Canopy, Only Yesterday, Days of 
Awe, A Guest for the Night, Shira and Twenty-One Stories. 

A Simple Story

S.Y. Agnon

236 pages

Rights sold to: Albin Michel, France, Alelphi, Italy, B-Babel Publishers, 
Hungary, Editora Perspectiva, Brazil, Intelekti Publishers, Georgia, 
Jüdischer Verlag im Suhrkamp Verlag, Germany, Schocken Books NY, 
USA, Shanghai Translation Publishing House, China.  
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Beauty is a Wound

Eka Kuriniawan

480 pages

The epic novel Beauty Is a Wound combines history, satire, family 
tragedy, legend, humor, and romance in a sweeping polyphony. The 
beautiful Indo prostitute Dewi Ayu and her four daughters are beset 
by incest, murder, bestiality, rape, insanity, monstrosity, and the often 
vengeful undead. Kurniawan’s gleefully grotesque hyperbole functions 
as a scathing critique of his young nation’s troubled past: the rapacious 
offhand greed of colonialism; the chaotic struggle for independence; 
the 1965 mass murders of perhaps a million “Communists,” followed by 
three decades of Suharto’s despotic rule.

Beauty Is a Wound astonishes from its opening line: One afternoon 
on a weekend in May, Dewi Ayu rose from her grave after being dead 
for twenty-one years... Drawing on local sources - folk tales and the 
all-night shadow puppet plays, with their bawdy wit and epic scope - 
and inspired by Melville and Gogol, Kurniawan’s distinctive voice brings 
something luscious yet astringent to contemporary literature.

Originally published by Aky Press and Penerbit Jendela, Indonesia. 
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A previously unpublished manuscript by Gershom Scholem

The book The History of the Sabbatean Movement was the first 
attempt by Gershom Scholem (1897-1982), the greatest scholar of 
Jewish mysticism, to present a comprehensive portrait of the history of 
Sabbateanism in one work. This was the basis for Scholem’s scholarly 
works in the following years, including his monumental “Sabbatai 
Sevi: The Mystical Messiah, 1626-1676”, first printed in 1957. In the 
new edition of these texts the reader can discover new aspects of 
the Sabbatean Movement, as well as Gershom Scholem’s scholarly 
world, which serve as an introduction to one of the most complex and 
intriguing chapters in Jewish history.

The book’s editors are Prof. Jonatan Meir from the Goldstein-Goren 
Department of Jewish Thought at the Ben-Gurion University and Dr. 
Shinichi Yamamoto, a scholar of Kabbalah and Sabbateanism at the 
University of Tokyo.

History of the 
Sabbatean Movement

Gershom Scholem 

408 pages
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Everybody’s talking about the economy, but how can we, the people, 
understand what Wall Street or Washington knows--or say they know? 
Read Economix.

With clear, witty writing and quirky, accessible art, this important and 
timely graphic novel transforms “the dismal science” of economics into 
a fun, fact-filled story about human nature and our attempts to make the 
most of what we’ve got . . . and sometimes what our neighbors have 
got. Economix explains it all, from the beginning of Western economic 
thought, to markets free and otherwise, to economic failures, successes, 
limitations, and future possibilities. It’s the essential, accessible guide to 
understanding the economy and economic practices. A must-read for 
every citizen and every voter.

Economix: 
How and Why Our Economy
Works (and Doesn’t Work)
in Words and Pictures 

Michael Goodwin,
Dan Burr (Illustrator)

304 pages

Published by Abrams ComicArts, N.Y  U.S.A
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After the Second World War, reconciliation between Germans and Jews,  
seemed impossible. Nevertheless, special diplomatic and economic 
circumstances brought Israel and the German Federal Republic to sign a 
reparations agreement as early as 1952. A decade after the war the two 
countries began to cooperate on security matters, against the background 
of the Cold War and the conflicts in the Middle East.

The leaders of the two states, David Ben-Gurion and Konrad Adenauer, 
fulfilled a central role in the renewal of relations, refusing to allow the 
terrible past to dictate the future of their country. 

The book begins in the late 1940s and ends with the historic meeting 
between Ben-Gurion and Adenauer in 1960. It is an in-depth exploration of 
the charged Israeli discourse about Germany conducted in governmental 
and social circles, particularly in the media, the press, and the arts; a 
discourse that traversed political parties and ideologies, shifting between 
expressions of rage and pain, and faith in a different future.

David Witzthum is a well-known media personality in Israel on radio 
and television. He is a member of the board of the Intergovernmental 
Foundation for German-Israeli Relations and an amateur cellist.

"The Beginning of a 
Beautiful Friendship…"
David Witzthum

דוד ויצטום

 הפיוס בין ישראל
לגרמניה: 1960-1948

 "תחילתה של ידידּות
מופלאה..."
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Existential Judaism

Elchanan Shilo

272 pages

Existential Judaism is a philosophical work that aims to propose an 
alternative for the Jewish people on the borderline between religious 
and secular life. Many Israeli Jews would like to be observant and 
maintain Jewish tradition, but feel confused when faced with the 
Halakha and its extremely detailed laws and struggle to find their way 
toward their own subjective religious existence.

The book discusses the possibility of living as an observant Jew in 
a more moderate way than the Halakhic model, proposing a daring 
form of “continuous” Judaism that is in dialogue with both Halakha 
and secularism. The author, writing on subjects such as the Sabbath 
and Kashrut, proposes a model of observance of Jewish law based 
on profound thought and awareness, taking into account modern 
developments. He casts a critical gaze on a series of subjects debated 
in Israeli society: women’s rights, faith, atheism, prayer, conversion to 
Judaism etc. Shilo proposes a kind of “manifesto” for maintaining a new 
kind of Jewish religious lifestyle, based on humanist sentiment, broad 
horizons, and a sober view of contemporary reality.   

Elchanan Shilo is a lecturer on modern Jewish philosophy and 
Kabbalah. He studied at Yeshivat Har Etzion and studied Jewish  
philosophy at the Hebrew University, and Hebrew literature at Bar-Ilan 
University. This is his second book.
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476 pages

The Invention 
of Nature

Andrea Wulf 

Alexander von Humboldt (1769–1859) was an intrepid explorer and 
the most famous scientist of his age. His restless life was packed 
with adventure and discovery, whether he was climbing the highest 
volcanoes in the world or racing through anthrax-infected Siberia or 
translating his research into bestselling publications that changed 
science and thinking. Among Humboldt’s most revolutionary ideas 
was a radical vision of nature, that it is a complex and interconnected 
global force that does not exist for the use of humankind alone.  
 
Andrea Wulf brings the man and his achievements back into focus: his 
daring expeditions around the world and his discoveries of similarities 
between climate and vegetation zones on different continents. She 
also discusses his prediction of human-induced climate change, his 
remarkable ability to fashion poetic narrative out of scientific observation, 
and his relationships with iconic figures such as Simón Bolívar and 
Thomas Jefferson. Wulf examines how Humboldt’s writings inspired 
other naturalists and poets such as Darwin, Wordsworth, and Goethe. 

Originally published by John Murray Publishers, U.K. 
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Arithmetic for 
Parents:
A Book for Grownups 
about Children's 
Mathematics

Ron Aharoni

165 pages

This is a Guide book for parents who wish to help their children with 
their elementry school mathematics studies. But it is also a book 
offers second chance for adults who wish to return to their childhood 
mathematics from a new, mature perspective.

The book describes the beauty of the mathematics being taught in 
elementary school, and the principles of its teaching – principles that 
are valid in the teaching of all subjects, at all levels.

Ron Aharoni is a professor of mathematics at the Israel Institute of 
Technology, and teaches methematics in elementary schools. 

Rights sold to: Sumizdat, USA, Vitgeverij Boom, The Netherlands, 
The Commercial PresLtd. China, Commonwealth Publishing Co, 
Ltd, Taiwan, Geuldam Publishing Co, Republic of Korea, Typotex  
Publishing, Hungary, Gradiva Publishing Ltd, Portugal.
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48 pages

The story begins with a description of the mysterious death of Rabbi 
Judah Halevi in Jerusalem in the Middle Ages.

The narrator purchases a sword from an Arab in Jerusalem. He places 
the sword in a bookcase in his home. At night he is unable to sleep 
due to the noise coming from the bookcase. He opens it and discovers 
the sword writhing like a snake. The sword tells him that it killed Rabbi 
Judah Halevi – a famous medieval Jewish poet. The narrator attempts 
to get rid of the sword by burying it in his garden.

The narrator tends the garden but in the place where the sword is 
buried, nothing grows. Nevertheless he continues to tend his garden, 
hoping to bring some of its flowers to Rachel, Rabbi Judah Halevi’s 
daughter.

The story by the Nobel Lauriate by S.y. Agnon is an allegory on 
the attempts to live in peace, and the necessity of war. The book is 
illustrated with comics by Shay Charka. This is Charka’s second book 
illustrating Agnon’s works, after Three Stories.

The Swordsman

S.Y. Agnon
Illustrated by Shay Charka
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Days of Grace 

S.Y. Agnon

56 pages

Days of Grace includes six stories by S.Y. Agnon, with vowel marks, 
commentary, and illustrations for children:

The Penny – A poor man confronts a great temptation. Will he 
surrender, or resist?

Memory in a Book – A childhood memory of Agnon as a four-year-old 
child, heartbroken by the passage from sacred to profane time.

The Flute – A child plays the flute in the synagogue on Yom Kippur. 
Flouting the holiday prohibition, he gives voice to a powerful prayer. 

From Enemy to Lover – A man and a wild wind struggle over the 
building of a house. The man builds, but the wind pulls down. Will the 
enemy become a lover?

Days of Grace – A new immigrant’s first encounter with the sea and the 
harvests of the Land of Israel.

The Kerchief – A boy receives his mother’s favorite kerchief on his Bar 
Mitzvah, and makes a surprising decision. 
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48 pages

"When I read the stories of S.Y. Agnon I see in my imagination new  
worlds. These worlds are filled with visions which are not told by 
Agnon's words, these visions that I see solve the mysteries in Agnon's 
stories. I saw how Agnon's real life are portrayed in the legend From 
Foe to a Friend, even though Agnon didn't say so. I saw the tunnel that 
connects between the Jewish exile and the land of Israel in the Tale of 
a Goat. I saw the depth of a flat palace drawn by the protagonist of The 
Architect and the Ceaser.

I saw and I wanted to share with what I've seen, so I drew it."

Shay and Agnon:
Three Stories

S.Y. Agnon
Illustrated by Shay Charka

Rights sold to: English Toby Press.
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The Diamond took 
off at Dawn

Ora Morag

296 pages

Two youths – Samir, an Iraqi Muslim, and Daniel, an American Jew – 
experience at first hand two major events in Israel’s history: the defection 
of an Iraqi MiG-21 pilot to Israel in 1966; and the operation destroying 
the Arab air forces while they were on the ground, prior to the Six-Day 
War in 1967.

The MiG-21, a Russian plane used by the Arab armies, was considered 
at the time the world’s most prestigious and innovative fighter jet, but no 
one in the West knew anything about it. The Israeli Mossad concocted 
an almost fantastic operation in order to acquire the plane, which 
eventually proved highly significant in achieving Israel’s victory in the 
Six-Day War.

Ora Morag well renowned young adults author. This is the eighteenth 
novel in her series of historical thrillers.
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Dinosaurium 
(Welcome To The Museum)

Curated by KATIE SCOTT 
and JENNY BROOM

104 pages

Welcome to the museum that is always open to explore... Step inside 
the pages of this beautiful book to discover galleries of dinosaurs, 
expertly curated to bring you the experience of a fascinating exhibition 
from the comfort of your own home. Dinosaurium features a wide 
range of dinosaurs from the most-loved Triceratops and Tyrannosaurus 
Rex to lesser-known species such as Coelophysis and Tsintaosaurus. 
With stunning artwork from Chris Wormell (known for the cover of H is 
for Hawk and his picture books including George and the Dragon) and 
informative text with input from experts in palaeontology, Dinosaurium 
is the perfect gift for anyone with an interest in this fascinating field. 
Welcome to the Museum is a series of beautifully illustrated, stunningly 
curated, informative books for all ages. From Animalium and Botanicum 
to Historium and Dinosaurium there is a book for everyone to discover 
and explore.

Originally published by Templar, U.K. 
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Pull the Tab Times 
Table Book
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 ִמְׁשכּו ַּבּלְׁשֹונִּיֹות 
וְגַּלּו אֶת הְַּתׁשּובֹות!

14 pages

Learning your times tables can be a tricky business. This pull-the-tab 
book makes it easy and fun! Children will love unlocking the answers 
to these times tables as they work out the problem. Pull the tab to 
reveal the answer and see if they’re correct. They will be on their way to 
becoming master mathematicians!

Originally published by Lake Press Ltd., Australia. 
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A stunningly illustrated picture book full of mystery and suspense, from 
the bestselling author of The Storm Whale and Grandad’s Island.

“I know when the Grotlyn’s been Slipping through your house unseen…”

What is the mysterious Grotlyn? What sort of creature could it be, 
scuttling across the town, frightening everyone in its path? And why 
has it stolen PC Vickers’ knickers?!

A beautifully illustrated rhyming tale about things that go bump in the 
night for ages four and up, from picture book superstar, Benji Davies, 
winner of Oscar’s First Book Prize 2014 and Sainsbury’s Children’s 
Book of the Year 2015. Perfect for fans of Oliver Jeffers and Jon Klassen.

The Grotlyn

Benji Davies

 First Published by HarperCollins Children’s books Great Britain 

32 pages
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24 pages

Guy and Tamar return from kindergarten and tell their mother how they 
learned about the private parts of the human anatomy. “These are parts 
that belong only to us, and nobody else is allowed to touch them,” 
they said. The mother and her children talk about human private parts, 
when it is permitted to touch them and when it is not, the difference 
between a good secret and a bad one, and to whom it is best to turn 
to for help. This book teaches children how to protect their bodies and 
their privacy. It explains the rights they have over their bodies and how 
to avoid possible harm. This important, complex, and sensitive issue 
is tackled in an easygoing, friendly, and level-headed way, tailored for 
kindergarten-age children. 

Yael Feder is a social worker and trained actress, who writes, directs, 
and stars in “Yael’s Friends,” a children’s theater group that specializes 
in youth education shows. My Body Belongs to Me is based on the 
theater production Yael Learns How to Protect Her Body. The show 
was adapted to a compact disc format called Yael’s Friends, which has 
sold more than 20,000 copies. 

Lee Kurzweil, who has illustrated children’s books by S. Y. Agnon, 
created the drawings for the book. 

My Body
Belongs To Me

Yael Feder
Illustrated by Lee Kurzweil

Bestseller
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Find Spot at
the Zoo

Eric Hill

Spot is visiting the zoo! Which animals will he meet?

Join Spot and his family as they explore the zoo and meet lots of new 
animals along the way. Going to the zoo is an exciting first experience 
for toddlers, and Spot is no different - he loves meeting the monkeys, 
penguins, and tigers!

This brand new Spot adventure is full of unexpected lift-the-flap 
surprises and all the fun and humour that has made the original Where’s 
Spot? a children’s classic.

Published by Puffin Books London U.K. 

16 pages
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Babies love 
First Words
Lift –a- Flat Book 

Babies love 
Things That Go
Lift –a- Flat Book 

12 pages

12 pages

•  Entertains with surprise & recognition
•  Supports language readiness
•  Encourages hand-eye control

This chunky board  book has especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and 
lift. See and say 10  first words that are matched to colorful Illustrations 
include patterns and details to hold baby’s attention. 

•  Entertains with surprise & recognition
•  Supports language readiness
•  Encourages hand-eye control

This chunky board  book has especially thick flaps for baby to grasp 
and lift. Play a guessing game about things that go. Learn the names of 
vehicles and see what they do . Illustrations include patterns and details 
to hold baby’s attention.

Published by Cottage Door Press,  Illinois, U.S.A

Published by Cottage Door Press,  Illinois, U.S.A
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Little Yellow Bee
Garden Lift-a-Flap

Babies in the Wild
First Lift- a- Flap

12 pages

12 pages

Entertains with surprise & recognition
Supports language readiness
Encourages hand-eye control

This four-pack of animal baby lift-a-flap board books has especially 
thick, sturdy flaps for baby to grasp and lift. Perfect for building baby’s 
first library, this title, Babies in the Wild. Colorful illustrations include lots 
of details to hold baby’s attention. Simple sentences reinforce future 
language structure.

Published by Cottage Door Press,  Illinois, U.S.A

Entertains with surprise & recognition
Supports language readiness
Encourages hand-eye control

This best-selling two-pack of chunky board books has especially thick 
flaps for baby to grasp and lift.  Buzz around the garden with a little 
yellow bee. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure. 
Illustrations include patterns and details to hold baby’s attention.
Titles included: Little Green Frog and Little Yellow Bee

Published by Cottage Door Press,  Illinois, U.S.A
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